








12 Ordover Reply Dec ¶45.
13 See Elhauge Dec ¶11.
14 Elhauge Dec ¶¶16, 21-23. 
15 See Tyco Reply 19-20; Ordover Reply Dec ¶¶6, 15-19. Although it now admits that its contracts had an

adverse effect on rival sales, Tyco in a footnote nevertheless also claims that I offered “no meaningful rebuttal” to a
hypothetical in Tyco’s original briefing “in which a GPO contract was assumed to have absolutely no effect on
purchasing.”  Tyco Reply 12 n.14.  But I of course did respond to this hypothetical, by showing that it had no basis in
the facts of this case and hinged on the uneconomical assumption that Tyco acted irrationally.  Elhauge Dec ¶¶21-23.
Tyco and its own expert now agree with me that its contracts did have an adverse effect on rivals, making it quite
perplexing why Tyco continues to push this hypothetical that everyone now agrees has zero basis in reality.
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surprising that 20% of contracts would end over a three year period, and even if some buyers were

able to terminate their contracts and willing to suffer the associated penalties, that would not at all

disprove the fact that Tyco’s share-based contracts required commitments.  In any event, even if

Professor Ordover were right about these points, he acknowledges that breaching the exclusionary

commitments would at least lead to price adjustments,12 and as I already showed, these price

adjustments were not mere discounts, but substantial penalties for noncompliance.13

II. ECONOMIC RATIONALITY

9. Neither Tyco nor its experts deny that selection bias cannot rebut my showing of an

anticompetitive impact on rival sales because it would be economically irrational for Tyco to give

tens of millions of dollars to buyers who agreed to exclusionary terms if those terms did not affect

buyer behavior.14   To avoid claiming Tyco was economically irrational, Tyco and Professor Ordover

now concede that Tyco’s exclusionary contracts with GPOs and buyers did adversely affect rival

sales.15   But this concedes an anticompetitive impact (absent any redeeming efficiencies, which

neither Tyco nor any of its experts have shown).  Tyco and its experts are thus not really contesting

my conclusion as a liability expert that there was an anticompetitive impact.  Rather, they are

arguing only that the size of that impact was smaller than Dr. Singer assumed when measuring the


































